THE GENESIS REVEAL

PROBABLY NOTHING

BAD BUNNIES
PAW WARZ TCG
IT’S QUIET, A LITTLE TOO QUIET.
THUNDER RUMBLES, BUT NOT FROM ABOVE. THIS STORM BREWS BELOW.
OUT OF NOWHERE WITH LIGHTNING SPEED FROM A CLOUD OF DUST,
SPRING TWO RIVAL GANGS!
THERES ABOUT TO BE A PAW WAR!
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As the Bunnies brawl on the ﬁeld of play
they’re always looking for an advantage.
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And in the Bad Bunnies TCG the advantage is
found in matching traits! Yes, the traits we
mentioned that are randomly generated
across our Bunnies.
In game, players can use these hat, face or
shirt traits to create powerful match ups.
Whether it’s matching caps, beanies, hoodies,
keywords or even colours, there are a ton of
ways to take 2 or even 3 Bunnies and
combine them to make one super Bunny!
It’s visual and engaging and easy to
strategise and master.
And fun all the while!

SPELLS TO TRIGGER
TRAIT MATCHING
Core traits are represented in black
pills and secondary traits in green
and ﬁnally colour traits by their
actual colour.
Core traits match on their own but
all other traits will need a Spell Card
to trigger a power match.

FUN FOR THE
WHOLE FAMILY

INTERMEDIATE
Match traits across
the NFT from caps,
to hoodies to
Toasterheads as
well as keywords
and colours!

We said simple and accessible
and we mean it.

BEGINNERS

The simplicity and fun of UNO
crossed with the depth and appeal
of TCG battling, all housed within
the new themes of NFTs and the
Blockchain.

Simply match
numbers and use
them to determine
who wins a battle it’s easy when 2
beats 1!

With 3 distinct levels of gameplay
from beginners, intermediate and
advanced, Bad Bunnies is fun for
the whole family and then some.

ADVANCED
Use cost within a
mana system, match
traits and use special
moves to dominate!

BATTLE RIGHT
OUT THE BOX

100 CARDS PER PACK

With cards enough to get
started right away and get
playing!

Designed as a starter pack so you can start
playing right away with your “friend”.
The Genesis Starter Pack includes 76 Bunny
Cards and 34 Spell Cards.

PAW WARZ:
GAME & GAMEBOARD
Bite, bash, buck, bruise, brawl n’ bury your way to the top of gangland glory.
Dethrone the boss and make sure all bunnies know what you did on this day!
Starting the game is easy. Simply shuﬄe the deck and draw 7 cards each.
Place a Trap Card face down in the centre and each player’s Boss Card at
opposing ends with enough room for each player to spend their ﬁrst 3 points
of the game.

FACE DOWN TRAP CARD
Placing the Trap Card face down first
sets the scene for the rest of the game.

OBJECTIVE

BOSS CARDS

Protect your Boss and
dethrone the opponent’s
Boss by strategically
deploying your Bunnies!

Protect your Boss
at all costs

DIAGONAL MOVES
Standard Bunnies can
only move and take …
diagonally so who will
spring the trap first? It’s
the first test of wills, wits
and skill!

POINTS
Each player starts
with 3 points on
turn 1 and then 4,
5, 6, 7, 8 and 9
until the end of the
game.

TRAP CARD TRIGGERED
When a trap card is triggered the trap
effect is revealed by turning over the
card. Are you stuck in a hole for 1 turn?
or something much more permanent!

AND THEN IT’S ON!
Why just see the board as a ﬂat two dimensional surface when
bunnies can hop as high as they can dig deep? The battle
ground is the ‘Rabbit Warren’ with a network of tunnels n’ traps
each bunny must navigate with a deft touch lest they become a
new tenant of the ‘Graveyard’. Hop on, or over your friends n’
foes to land blows or dig and burrow to attack from below!

DEFEND YOUR
FLANK
Position a high tier
Bunny to hold your
flank

THE BOSS HAS
TAKEN 2 HITS
When your Bunnies
make it through they
surround the Boss until
no Hitpoints remain.

MATCH & HOP
Matching traits isn’t just for
power, you can hop over
traps and opponents too.

DIG ATTACK
Burrowed under the
brawl? Well now
when you choose you
can dig up anywhere
and attack any
position!

THE BOSS HAS
TAKEN A HIT
One opponent has
made it through to
land a blow against
the Boss!

ONWARD!
Bunnies with matching
traits can move in
forward direction

DIGGING
Turn a card over to
dig down under the
brawl. You’re safe but
your spot is open for
other Bunnies to pass
right by.
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